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Abstract 
This white paper details the configuration of the IBM XIV Storage System in a software 
environment consisting of Oracle Database 11g with Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) and 
Oracle Automatic Storage Manager (ASM) on the IBM AIX 6.1 platform. 

 

Executive summary 
This white paper describes in detail the step-by-step configuration of the IBM® XIV® with Oracle Database 
11g, Oracle Real Application Cluster (RAC), and Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) on the IBM 
AIX® 6.1 operating system. The test exercise demonstrates that it is easy to configure IBM’s XIV storage 
system in this environment by using the guidelines that are laid out in this document. 

The IBM XIV disk storage array offers expandable data open storage and data-protective systems with 
consistent performance to correspond with specific business requirements. The XIV storage system has a 
revolutionary high-end storage architecture designed to eliminate the complexity of administration and 
management of tiered storage and information lifecycle management. XIV provides system virtualization that 
greatly simplifies IT operations and optimizes performance through automatic distribution of data across 
system resources, avoiding hot spots without manual tuning. 

Oracle Database 11g and Oracle Clusterware technologies offer several features that work in single instance 
database and Oracle RAC database environments. Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) 
technology is a feature that is designed to distribute information uniformly across all storage disk groups 
(configured for ASM). 

The AIX operating system’s multipath driver (MPIO) works with the XIV disk-storage system in a multipath 
I/O environment that runs on servers with the ppc-64 architecture, including the IBM System p® platform. If a 
path fails, MPIO reroutes the I/O through the remaining paths. 
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Introduction 
Enterprise customers running Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) database can confidently use the IBM 
XIV Storage System to meet their critical business needs. The XIV and the Oracle RAC database help to 
deliver robust, flexible, highly available, and cost-effective disk storage to support continuous operations for 
mission-critical transactions. 

This white paper validates the interoperability of the XIV, AIX 6.1 ppc-64 servers, and MPIO, combined with 
Oracle RAC three-node cluster, Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM), and Oracle Clusterware. 
Oracle ASM was introduced in Oracle 10g and provides an integrated file system and volume manager for 
Oracle database files. 

 

 

 

IBM XIV Storage System 
XIV is a member of the IBM family of disk storage products and provides high capacity and consistent 
performance. The XIV Storage System is a flexible and extendable disk-storage subsystem that is designed 
to add and adapt to new technologies as they become available. Easy management is available for the XIV 
by using the XIV Storage Manager GUI and XCLI. The XIV Storage System supports high availability 
environments and provide remote mirror and copy functions to support business continuity.  

Note: For more information about the XIV Storage System, visit 
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/sg247659.html?Open. 
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Oracle technologies 
This section describes the Oracle RAC 11g Release 1 software and technologies. 

Oracle RAC 11g Release 1 and Oracle Clusterware 

Oracle 11g Release 1 provides features that can help ease complex Oracle administrative tasks (some of 
them were already introduced in version 10g Release 2). Some of the key features that where tested in this 
paper are Oracle ASM, Oracle Clusterware (including Cluster Ready Services [CRS]), enhanced Recovery 
Manager (RMAN) features, Flashback technology, performance-tuning enhancements, job scheduler, Data 
Pump, and Automatic Work Load Repository.  

 

Oracle Cluster Synchronization Services 

ASM is designed to work with both single database and Oracle RAC environments. ASM requires that Oracle 
Cluster Synchronization Services (CSS) be installed and started prior to ASM becoming available. In a single-
instance database environment, CSS maintains synchronization between the ASM and database instances. 
Oracle Cluster Ready Services (CRS) includes the CSS component, which is automatically installed on each 
node that runs ASM and is started when each node boots. 

CSS monitors ASM and the shared-disk storage components, providing cluster and node-monitoring 
management. Mounted ASM disk groups and ASM itself are registered with CSS upon startup, thereby 
keeping disk-group metadata in synchronization across all Oracle RAC nodes. Thereby, CSS dynamically 
registers any new ASM disk groups that are created and broadcast to the other cluster nodes.  

Activities in both the database and ASM instances are synchronized using inter-node communication. CSS 
verifies the health of those ASM instances. Structural changes that require synchronization, such as adding 
or deleting a disk, initiate the inter-node messages. Efficient synchronization of both ASM and the database 
are thereby accomplished with the same integrated lock-management infrastructure. 
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Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) 

Automatic Storage Management (ASM) is a feature introduced in Oracle Database 10g. ASM provides a 
solution for storage-management challenges. ASM has an integrated storage management interface that 
maintains consistent volumes across all servers and storage platforms. ASM virtualizes storage into disk 
groups. It distributes data evenly across storage resources within disk groups to optimize performance and 
utilization. ASM provides three mirroring options for protection against disk failure, as shown in Table 1: 

Mirror option Mirror description 
External Defers redundancy to storage device 
Normal Two-way mirroring 
High Three-way mirroring 

Table 1. ASM mirroring options for protection against disk failure 

In an XIV environment, the disk redundancy and hot spare capacity is provided by the XIV storage system. 
The ASM based mirroring double or triples required storage capacity, increases the amount of server IO, 
and consumes CPU cycles. Therefore External Redundancy is the appropriate mirror option to choose. 

Advantages of ASM technology 

There are many benefits to using ASM technology, including the following: 

• Reduction of administration tasks 

• Reduction in volume management tasks 

• Automation of I/O tuning for workloads 

• Simplification of the process for adding and removing disks   

• Reduction in downtime as there is no file-system interface for file management 

• Automatic balancing of load across disks in the ASM disk group — with the database up and 
running after the changes to storage capacity 

ASM disk groups 

To reduce the complexity of managing ASM disk groups, Oracle recommends that generally no more than 
two disk groups be maintained and managed per Oracle RAC cluster. 

• Database Area: The active-database files, control files, online-redo logs and change tracking 
files that are used in incremental backups are stored in this area 

• Flash Recovery Area: Recovery-related files, multiplexed copies of current control files and redo 
logs, archive logs, backup sets and flashback-log files are stored in this area 
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AIX Multipath (MPIO) 
MPIO allows AIX servers to route I/O over multiple paths that are accessible to the storage unit. A path 
refers to the connection from a host bus adapter (HBA) port to a storage controller port. If a path fails, MPIO 
reroutes the I/O through one of the remaining paths. When there are multiple paths to a storage controller, in 
a configuration without MPIO each path would appear as a separate block device (hdisk) and, therefore, 
multiple hdisks would represent the same physical LUN (logical unit). MPIO creates one device (hdisk) for 
that same LUN serial number. For example: Imagine that a server has one HBA connected to a two-port 
storage controller through a single unzoned fibre channel (FC) switch. In this example, two hdisks appear on 
the server: /dev/hdisk0 and /dev/hdisk1. MPIO creates a single block device, /dev/hdisk0, that reroutes I/O 
tasks through those two underlying paths. 
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Lab test environment 
The following sections provide the details related to the topology, configuration and software levels for the 
servers that are used for the example that is discussed in this white paper. 

Hardware topology 

Figure 1 provides a visual understanding of the hardware topology that is used for the example in this white 
paper. The number of FC-ports per server depends on the workload of the application / database. For 
redundancy reasons a minimum of 2 FC-ports is recommended. 

 
Figure 1. Hardware topology 
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Oracle RAC servers 

Table 2 shows the Oracle RAC servers that are used for the example presented in this white paper. 

Three LPARs on an IBM System p590 with one processor each were configured as Oracle RAC nodes. The 
table below summarizes the hardware and software configuration of the AIX servers in the test environment: 

Features AIX 6.1/ RAC 11g Release 1 AIX 6.1/ RAC 11g Release 1 AIX 6.1/ RAC 11g Release 1 
Server model IBM System p595  IBM System p595 IBM System p595 
Processors One  One One 
RAM 8 GB 8 GB 8 GB 
Boot disk 50 GB 50 GB 50 GB 
I/O adapter 1 x IBM P-SERIES 4Gb Dual 

Port FC PCI-X FC5759 10N8620
Firmware version BS2.10X8 

1 x IBM P-SERIES 4Gb Dual 
Port FC PCI-X FC5759 10N8620 
Firmware version BS2.10X8 

1 x IBM P-SERIES 4Gb Dual Port 
FC PCI-X FC5759 10N8620 
Firmware version BS2.10X8 

Operating-
system 
version 

AIX 6.1  
6100-01-01-0823  

AIX 6.1  
6100-01-01-0823 

AIX 6.1  
6100-01-01-0823 

Oracle 
version 

Oracle 11.1.0.6 Database ,  
Oracle Clusterware, Oracle ASM

Oracle 11.1.0.6 Database ,  
Oracle Clusterware, Oracle ASM 

Oracle 11.1.0.6 Database ,  
Oracle Clusterware, Oracle ASM 

Table 2. Oracle RAC servers 

Storage hardware 

Table 3 shows the XIV Storage System which was used for the Oracle RAC test environment. 

Features  
Storage model IBM XIV  
Storage manager server level  10.0.1.b 
Storage manager GUI  2.3.1 

Table 3. Storage hardware 
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Configuration by example 
This section provides an example of the storage configuration scenario that is explained in this white paper. 

Configuring XIV storage by using GUI 

For the Oracle RAC setup, 13 devices were created on the XIV storage system: 

• Eight for the Oracle RAC database. 

In the test environment a few Volumes were created to test the different ASM mirror options. 
Normally two Volumes should be sufficient; one for the database, and the log files and one for 
the Flash recovery area. 

• Two for Oracle Clusterware Registry (OCR) 

• Three for the Oracle Voting devices 

All volumes are shared within the Oracle RAC nodes. Table 4 summarizes the storage infrastructure. 

Description LUN size Number of LUNs Volume type Node name 

Oracle Database 96 GB 8 ASM racnode1, racnode2, racnode3 

Oracle Cluster Registry 16 GB 2 Raw or block racnode1, racnode2, racnode3 

Oracle Voting Disk 16 GB 3 Raw or block racnode1, racnode2, racnode3 

Table 4. Storage allocation for Oracle RAC 

Notes:  

• The XIV GUI was used for the storage configuration. 

• Block devices are used for the Oracle CRS and Voting devices with Oracle RAC 11g Release 1. 
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Setting up the storage pool 

Perform the following steps to create the extent pool: 

 

1. Login to XIV Storage manager GUI. 

 

2. Select Storage Pools from navigation menu on the left hand side. 
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3. Select Add Pool from the toolbar and create a new storage pool. 

 

Creating LUNs 

Perform the following steps to create the LUNs: 

1. Select Volumes by Pools from navigation menu. 
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2. Select add volumes from the toolbar and create the desired volumes. (make sure that the correct 
pool is chosen) 

 

 

3. List the storage pool and its volumes and review the volume list. 
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Creating the host connection and LUN assignments to nodes 

Each node has one HBA port connected to four ports at the XIV Storage System. Perform the following 
steps to define the host connections on the XIV storage system: 

1. Select host connectivity from the navigation menu.  

 

2. Select Add Cluster from the toolbar and enter the desired cluster name. 
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For each Oracle RAC node select Add Host from toolbar and enter the name of the host. 

 

3. For each host add the WWPN of the server’s HBA port. Select Host Connectivity from the navigation 
menu. Expand the previous created cluster definition using a left mouse click. A right mouse click on 
one of the previous added hosts opens a popup menu. Select Add Port from popup menu and 
choose the appropriate WWPN. 

 

4. In the Hosts Connectivity screen review that all attached ports are configured correctly. 
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5. Select the previously created cluster from the Hosts Connectivity list. Use a right mouse click on the 
cluster name to select map volumes to this cluster. Select from the left side the previous created 
volumes and map them to the cluster. 

 

 

 

Configuring the Hosts  

The following steps describe, in general terms, how to prepare the systems for the Oracle installation. 

 

IMPORTANT: 

For the latest requirements refer to Oracle Metalink Bulletin 282036.1 Minimum Software Versions and 
Patches Required to Support Oracle Products on IBM pSeries. This bulletin is available to Metalink users at: 
https://metalink.oracle.com/. Metalink Bulletin 282036.1 is regularly updated, and the information that the 
bulletin contains supersedes any information found in this paper.  

 

1. Install the AIX operating system if AIX is not already installed. 

The example configuration uses AIX 6.1 Technology Level 1.  

2. Install additional software packages required for Oracle.  

a. bos.adt.base 
b. bos.adt.lib 
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c. bos.adt.libm 
d. bos.perf.libperfstat 
e. bos.perf.perfstat 
f. bos.perf.proctools 
g. rsct.basic.rte 
h. rsct.compat.clients.rte 
i. xlC.aix61.rte:9.0.0.1 (See the previous important note) 
j. xlC.rte:9.0.0.1 (See the previous important note)  

 

3. Download and install the updates to the AIX operating system from IBM's website:  

http://www-933.ibm.com/support/fixcentral/  

The example configuration uses AIX 6.1 Technology Level 1 (oslevel –s : 6100-01-01-0823). 

 

4. Configure the network interfaces of the host.  

The example configuration requires at least three Ethernet interfaces: 

Two for the Oracle public network  

One for the private network used by Oracle Clusterware  

Oracle recommends that you connect the private interface to a separate network isolated from all 
other traffic. Use a separate Ethernet switch for the private network.  

Consider using additional interfaces for most deployments to provide more flexibility in configuration 
and higher performance. In the example configuration, the VIP (Virtual IP address) network shares 
the interfaces used for the public network. This network is configured later in the installation process 
using the vipca utility. Entries for the internet protocol (IP) address, and the public and private 
networks, are inserted into the /etc/hosts file.  

5. Create operating system users and groups.  

a. Create two groups, dba and oinstall. 
b. Add a user, Oracle, with the oinstall primary group and with the dba group.  

NOTE: Make sure that the user ID for the Oracle user and the group numbers for the dba group 
and the oinstallgroup are consistent on all nodes.  

6. Set the shell soft limits for the Oracle and root users using the smitty chuser command.  

a. Soft FILE size = -1 
b. Soft CPU time = -1 
c. Soft DATA segment = -1 
d. Soft STACK size = -1 

7. Use the smitty chgsys command to set the maximum number of processes for each user to at least 
2048.  
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8. Use the /usr/sbin/no -a command to examine the minimum values for the following network tuning 
parameters.  

a. ipqmaxlen = 512 
b. rfc1323 = 1 
c. sb_max = 1310720 (2*655360) 
d. tcp_recvspace = 65536 
e. tcp_sendspace = 65536 
f. udp_recvspace = 655360 (10 * udp_sendspace, must be less than sb_max) 
g. udp_sendspace = 65536 

NOTE: If you modify these parameters, the method depends on whether the system is in 
compatibility mode. For specific instructions, refer to the AIX documentation for the no 
command. If you change the value of the ipqmaxlen parameter, you must restart the system for 
the change to take effect. 

9. Download and install the Open Secure Shell (SSH) package from the IBM web site. 

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/eserver/articles/openssh_updated.html  

NOTE: OpenSSH also requires OpenSSL, which you can download from the IBM website. 
OpenSSL is cryptographic software and the website requires that you log on to download this type of 
package.  

The example configuration uses rsh (Remote Shell). The SSH utility is not required for Oracle to 
function, however this utility is recommended because the SSH utility provides a more secure 
method of communication between nodes than does rsh. The Oracle RAC setup tool chooses 
whichever utility is available. Configuration of rsh user equivalence is not described in this 
document. SSH setup is described instead in order to provide more security in a productive 
environment. 

 

10. Configure SSH for root login permission. 

a. Locate the sshd_config (/etc/ssh/sshd_config) file. 
b. Change the sshd_config file to change PermitRootLogin to yes. 
c. Use the startsrc -s sshd command to start sshd. 

 

11. Configure SSH for user equivalents for root and oracle on all nodes.  

 

a. Login as root. 
b. Use these commands to generate the SSH key. 

cd ~/.ssh  

ssh-keygen -t dsa  

cat id_dsa.pub >> authorized_keys  

c. Copy the authorized_keys file to ~/.ssh file on the next system. 
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d. Repeat step b and step c on each system. 
e. When all systems have a public key in the file, copy the file back to all of the previous systems 

so that all systems use an identical file. 
f. Test the SSH function from each system to itself and to each of the other systems by issuing the 

ssh <hostname> date command where hostname is the name of the remote host. Make sure 
that the function completes without requesting a password. 

g. Log on as the oracle user and repeat step 11 to check that Oracle also can perform remote 
commands without passwords. 

NOTE: The permissions on both the base user directory and the .ssh directory must restrict write 
access. If the permissions are not correctly set, OpenSSH refuses to provide access without a 
password, even if the appropriate public key is in the authorized_keys file. 

 

12. Change the .profile file in the Oracle user’s home directory to set the Oracle user's parameters.  

Parameter to Add Description 

umask 022  

AIXTHREAD_SCOPE=S An environment variable that directs the system to place 
user threads within a system-wide scope rather than a 
process-wide contention scope. This placement provides 
better performance and more efficient memory use. 

CRS_HOME A unique home directory for Oracle CRS binaries. 

ASM_HOME Use this parameter if you want to install separate Oracle 
binaries for Oracle ASM. This method is preferred if more 
than one database instance is supported by Oracle ASM. 

ORACLE_HOME A unique home for the database binaries. 

LD_LIBRARY_PATH The complete pathway is $ORACLE_HOME/lib. 

ORACLE_BASE Identifies the Oracle base directory. 

ORACLE_SID Identifies the Oracle instance. 

PATH Include $ORACLE_HOME/bin. 

CLASSPATH Include $ORACLE_HOME/jdbc/lib/<classes files>. 

Table 5.  Oracle User’s Parameters  

 

13. Change the .profile file in the root user’s home directory to set the Oracle user's parameters. 
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Add this entry to the .profile file: 

AIXTHREAD_SCOPE=S 

 

14. Synchronize the system time between the hosts in the cluster using any effective method. If a 
Network Time Protocol (NTP) server is available, use this method to set up xntpd.  

a. Change the /etc/ntp.conf file to add or change the name or IP address of the NTP servers.  
b. Add a line server<hostname> for each host. 
c. Start the service using the smit xntpd command.  

The example configuration uses NTP to automatically perform this function.  

 

15. During the test setup some Oracle utilities expected lsattr in the directory /etc. You might use the 
command ln -s /usr/sbin/ lsattr /etc/lsattr command to add a soft link. 

 

Configuring the previously created XIV volumes on the host 

Analyze your implementation to determine the appropriate volume sizes and other parameters. The 
reference configuration uses the following configuration of shared XIV volumes:  

Two Oracle Cluster Registry (OCR) volumes (each 16GB) 

Three Clusterware voting disk drives (each 16 GB) 

One volume on which the Oracle software resides 

Eight volumes for Oracle ASM data storage (each 96 GB) 

The number and the size of the logical drives created for Oracle ASM storage varies based on the 
individual implementation, but the sizes used for the OCR disk drives, voting disk drives in the 
example configuration are sufficient for any configuration.  

In the reference configuration, the Oracle binaries are installed on internal disk drives within each individual 
server. This configuration uses the JFS2 file system and is mounted as /orabin/CRS_home, /orabin/asm and 
/orabin/db. 

Before the XIV volumes can be discovered correctly on the host, the XIV Host Attachment Kit 
disk.fcp.2810.rte 1.0.2.0 (or later) has to be installed. The package can be downloaded from the web: 

http://www-
01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=1319&context=STJTAG&context=HW3E0&dc=D400&q1=ssg1*&uid=s
sg1S4000753&loc=en_US&cs=utf-8&lang=en 

Follow the installation instructions shown in the XIV host attachment guide (release notes on same web site) 

1. Configure the shared disk drives in the operating system.  

a. After you have created the volumes on the storage subsystem, and mapped them to the servers, 
the cfgmgr command rescans the AIX system for changes to the physical devices. 
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b. The lspv command shows the physical devices that AIX has configured. 
 
lspv output: 

# lspv 
hdisk0          00ce0c7b2f95a534                    None 
hdisk1          00ce0c7bd116443c                    rootvg          active 
hdisk2          00ce0c7b54497db8                    None 
hdisk3          00ce0c7b544a2fd8                    None 
hdisk4          00ce0c7b544a4c2e                    None 
hdisk5          00ce0c7b544a662f                    None 
hdisk6          00ce0c7b544a9971                    None 
hdisk7          none                                None 
hdisk8          none                                None 
hdisk9          none                                None 
hdisk10         none                                None 
hdisk11         none                                None 
hdisk12         00ce0c7bf20e1a02                    vg00            active 
hdisk13         none                                None 
hdisk14         none                                None 
hdisk15         none                                None 
hdisk16         00ce0c7b8790a753                    paging          active 
 

c. The lscfg –vl <hdisk?> command, where ? is the number of the hdisk, displays the serial number 
of the disk drive. The bootinfo –s <hdisk?> command displays the size of the volume. With this 
information you are able to determine whether the XIV volumes are in the same order on each 
cluster node or not. 

#lscfg -vl hdisk2 
  hdisk2           U5791.001.99B0832-P1-C06-T2-W5001738000CB0142-L1000000000000  
IBM 2810XIV Fibre Channel Disk 

  
        Manufacturer................IBM 
        Machine Type and Model......2810XIV 
        ROS Level and ID............31302E30 
        Serial Number...............00CB0A6B 
        Device Specific.(Z0)........0000053227001002 

  
# bootinfo -s hdisk2 
16384 
# 

2. If the hdisk names for each logical drive on the storage subsystem that the system can share in the 
cluster are not identical on all cluster nodes, create new device nodes for each of the logical drives 
to give them a consistent name across all nodes.  

For example, if the logical drive for the first OCR disk drive was hdisk2 on node1 and hdisk3 on 
node2, you can create a new devnode called /dev/ORA_OCR1 on each host. The new devnode 
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uses the major numbers and the minor numbers that correspond with the same logical drive on each 
system. Show the major numbers and the minor numbers with the mknod /dev/ORA_OCR1 c 
<major# of OCR> <minor# of OCR> command to create the new devnode. 

Even when the disk drive names correlate on all of the nodes, it is recommended to create these 
named device nodes for easier location and administration. Named device nodes were created on 
the reference configuration for all shared logical drives using the convention /dev/ORA_<use>. 

3. Set the reserve_policy attribute for each logical drive that you want to use for shared access for 
OCR logical drives, voting logical drives, and Oracle ASM logical drives. 

For an IBM storage subsystem, reserve_policy=no_reserve is the correct value. 

This value lets the nodes share the logical drives instead of permitting the first system that accesses 
the logical drive to reserve the logical drive for exclusive use. Oracle coordinates the access to the 
shared logical drives. 

NOTE: You must perform this operation on the hdisk device name rather than on the named 
devnode created in step 4.  

 

a. Use the lsattr -E -l hdisk? | grep reserve command to check the policy. 
# lsattr -El hdisk2 
PCM             PCM/friend/2810xivpcm                  Path Control Module          False 
PR_key_value                                           Persistent Reserve Key Value True 
algorithm       round_robin                            Algorithm                    True 
hcheck_cmd      inquiry                                Health Check Command         True 
hcheck_interval 60                                     Health Check Interval        True 
hcheck_mode     nonactive                              Health Check Mode            True 
lun_id          0x1000000000000                        Logical Unit Number ID       False 
lun_reset_spt   yes                                    Support SCSI LUN reset       True 
max_transfer    0x40000                                Maximum TRANSFER Size        True 
node_name       0x5001738000cb0000                     FC Node Name                 False 
pvid            00ce0c7b54497db80000000000000000       Physical volume identifier   False 
q_type          simple                                 Queuing TYPE                 True 
queue_depth     1                                      Queue DEPTH                  True 
reserve_policy  no_reserve                             Reserve Policy               True 
rw_timeout      30                                     READ/WRITE time out value    True 
scsi_id         0x20200                                SCSI ID                      False 
unique_id       261120017380000CB0A6B072810XIV03IBMfcp Unique device identifier     
False 
ww_name         0x5001738000cb0142                     FC World Wide Name           False 
# 

b. Use the chdev -l hdisk? -a reserve_policy=no_reserve command to change the policy. 
c. Repeat step a and step b on each cluster node.  
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4. Set ownership and permissions on devnodes for use by Oracle.  

NOTE: If you created new devnodes for the shared logical drives, set the ownership and 
permissions on the new one that you created, not the original hdisk* devnode.  

a. Use these commands to set the ownership for each OCR device file:  

chown oracle:oinstall /dev/<devnode>  

chmod 640 /dev/<devnode>  

b. Use these commands to set the ownership and the permission on the voting disk drive and 
database device files:  

chown oracle:dba /dev/<devnode>  

chmod 660 /dev/<devnode>  

c. Repeat steps a and b on each cluster node.  

NOTE: Do not assign a physical volume identifier (PVID) to hdisks for use with Oracle ASM!!! 

 

Installing Oracle  
 

These are the basic steps for installing Oracle:  

1. Create directories for Oracle. 

2. Set up the Oracle user’s profile. 

3. Install Oracle Clusterware. 

4. Install and configure Oracle ASM. 

5. Install the Oracle Database. 

6. Configure the listener names. 

7. Create and configure a database. 

 

1. Creating Directories for Oracle  

Although you can create directory structures for Oracle files in many different ways, for ease of 
support, use a standard directory structure based on the Optimal Flexible Architecture (OFA) 
guidelines published by Oracle. 

  

Follow these two important guidelines when creating directories for Oracle:  

a. You must separate the Oracle Clusterware home directory from the database home directories.  
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b. If more than one database is serviced by Oracle ASM, create a separate home directory for 
Oracle ASM. An Oracle ASM home directory lets you modify the Oracle release for Oracle ASM 
while not changing the release of any of the databases on the same server. The directory tree 
must be owned by oracle.  

 

2. Setting up the Oracle user's profile  

a. Before you install the Oracle binaries, set up the Oracle user's .profile. 
b. Add or modify entries for ORACLE_HOME, ORACLE_BASE, PATH, LD_LIBRARY_PATH, and 

similar environment variables to reflect the directories where the Oracle binaries are placed 
during the Oracle Clusterware installation.  

 

3. Installing Oracle Clusterware  

As you install the Oracle Clusterware, keep the following important points in mind:  

a. Because of permission requirements for Oracle CRS, do not make the CRS_HOME path a 
subdirectory of the Oracle base directory. 

b. At the end of the installation process, run the root.sh script as the root user and run this script on 
only one node at a time, not concurrently. 

c. Verify the cluster is up and running using crs_stat –t command: 
 

# ./crs_stat -t 
Name           Type           Target    State     Host 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
ora....E1.lsnr application    ONLINE    ONLINE    racnode1 
ora....de1.gsd application    ONLINE    ONLINE    racnode1 
ora....de1.ons application    ONLINE    ONLINE    racnode1 
ora....de1.vip application    ONLINE    ONLINE    racnode1 
ora....E2.lsnr application    ONLINE    ONLINE    racnode2 
ora....de2.gsd application    ONLINE    ONLINE    racnode2 
ora....de2.ons application    ONLINE    ONLINE    racnode2 
ora....de2.vip application    ONLINE    ONLINE    racnode2 
 

d. After the successful creation of the RAC prepare the additional nodes (if desired) according to 
the prerequisites. Login to one of the RAC nodes and change to directory $CRS_HOME/oui/bin. 
Copy /etc/oraInst.loc to the new node before starting the CRS install. Run the addNode.sh script 
as oracle user to add additional nodes to the cluster. 

 

4. Installing and Configuring ASM  

Because a single ASM instance can service many database instances, Oracle recommends that you 
install ASM in its own home directory. Follow the naming convention of the OFA guidelines for the 
directory path. As you install and configure Oracle ASM, keep the following important points in mind:  
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a. If the Oracle ASM instance was not correctly created by the Oracle Universal Installer Wizard 
during installation, use the dbca utility to add the instance and to create the disk groups.  

b. If you want additional disk groups, create them using the dbca utility.  

 

5. Installing an Oracle Database  

If you want a separate database home, use the Oracle Universal Installer to install another database 
home for a database instance. Select Install Database Software Only at the Create Database page.  

 

6. Configuring Listener Names  

If your RAC environment contains both an Oracle ASM instance and a database instance, 
supporting only one listener.ora configuration file for the Oracle ASM and database instances is 
easier. This environment variable lets the DBA maintain one set of tnsnames.ora, sqlnet.ora, and 
listener.ora files for the entire environment.  

 

7. Creating and Configuring a Database  

Use the Database Configuration Assistant (DBCA) to create a database. For more information, refer 
to the Oracle documentation about using DBCA. As you create the database, keep the following 
important points in mind:  

 

a. Using DBCA provides you with the capability to create the Oracle ASM disk groups if you choose 
to use Oracle ASM.  

b. The best way to configure listener names is to create an environment variable TNS_ADMIN and 
to assign the variable to the $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin directory of the database 
instance. For example:  

export TNS_ADMIN=$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin  

c. Using Oracle’s Flash Recovery Area (FRA) option is highly recommended. A Flash Recovery 
Area permits the setup of a separate area on the disk drive (or better an ASM disk group) for 
flashback capability, an area for the archive logs, a second copy of the multiplexed redo log files, 
and an area for RMAN backups. Make sure that the FRA is correctly setup to handle the 
performance of the database and that the FRA contains enough space.  

• Space to hold all of the data for the data retention periods that are set by the database  

• Space for the type of backups to use  

• Space for the number of backups to hold 
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Best practice recommendations 
Here is a summary list of best practices that you should follow: 

• Use LUNs with equal characteristics within an ASM disk group  

ASM distributes the data across all available LUNs within an ASM disk group. Different 
characteristics like disks with different capacity would lead to degradation in response time. 

• Use fewer LUNs per ASM disk group to evenly distribute database read and write tasks across 
members of the disk group 

Due to XIV’s own algorithm to evenly distribute the data across all disks in the storage array, it is not 
necessary to create many LUNs for ASM. Using more LUNs does not lead to performance 
improvement. Using only 2 LUNs also simplifies backup and recovery and remote mirroring 
scenarios. 

• Use LUNs with equal characteristics when adding a LUN to increase the disk space for an ASM disk 
group 

• Place data files and log files in the same ASM disk group 

Distributing the data files and the log files on different disk groups makes backup and recover more 
complex and doesn’t improve the performance. XIV distributes the data across all disks on the array. 
If data files and log files would be distributed over two disk groups a full backup of all disks from both 
disk groups would be necessary to be able to restore the database. This increases the time of the 
backup and of course the time of a restore of the database.  

• Use MPIO Multipathing for high availability 

• Use External Redundancy when creating ASM disk groups to allow better processor resource 
utilization for data management and less for IO management. 

Summary 
The use of Oracle ASM with the IBM XIV Storage System can help greatly simplify storage administration. 
ASM manages the workload of balancing I/O within the ASM disk group, making the addition or removal of 
physical storage possible without having to shut down the Oracle database. ASM also takes advantage of 
existing XIV fault-tolerance mechanisms for increased data protection. 
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Resources 
These Web sites provide useful references to supplement the information contained in this document: 

• IBM Publications Center 
www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/applications/publications/cgibin/pbi.cgi?CTY=US 

• IBM Redbooks® 
www.redbooks.ibm.com 

Oracle 

• ASM Best practices 
www.oracle.com/technology/products/database/asm/pdf/asm_10gr2_bestpractices%2005-07.pdf 

• Overview of Automatic Storage Management 
www.oracle.com/technology/products/manageability/database/pdf/asmov.pdf 

• Automatic Storage Management Technical Overview: 
www.oracle.com/technology/products/manageability/database/pdf/asmwp.pdf 

• Oracle Clusterware Installation Guide 11g Release 1 for Linux (B28263-04) 
http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B28359_01/install.111/b28263.pdf 

• Oracle Real Application Clusters Installation Guide 11g Release 1 for Linux and UNIX (B28264-04) 
http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B28359_01/install.111/b28264.pdf 

• Oracle Database 2 Day + Real Application Clusters Guide 11g Release 1 (B28252-03) 
http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B28359_01/rac.111/b28252.pdf 

• Oracle Real Application Clusters Administration and Deployment Guide 11g Release 1 (B28254-04) 
http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B28359_01/rac.111/b28254.pdf 

• Oracle Database11g Automatic Storage Management New Features Overview 
www.oracle.com/technology/products/database/asm/pdf/11gr1%20asm%20new%20features%20wp
%2005-2007.pdf 

• Oracle ASMLib 
www.oracle.com/technology/tech/linux/asmlib/index.html 

• Taking the Guesswork out of database tuning 
www.oracle.com/technology/products/database/asm/pdf/take%20the%20guesswork%20out%20of%
20db%20tuning%2001-06.pdf 
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IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business 
Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. If these and other IBM trademarked 
terms are marked on their first occurrence in this information with a trademark symbol (® or ™), these 
symbols indicate U.S. registered or common law trademarks owned by IBM at the time this information was 
published. Such trademarks may also be registered or common law trademarks in other countries. A current 
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Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the 
United States, other countries, or both.  

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other countries. 
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